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R E P O R T

Helping Flood Victims in Jakarta

Due to heavy rains most of north Jakarta suffered from flooding in mid-January. FCI volunteers collect donated items to distribute at temporary camps in the city for those who are not able to return to their homes.

Education Seminar in Kupang, NTT

FCI volunteers Nicolas and Angel gathered teachers from 15 Pre-schools (PAUD) and conducted a training
seminar. We gave each school a set of the STEPS program character building books. Our team also distributed
1,000 sandals to the attending schools, nearby villages, and a few orphanages in the area.

Routine visit to encourage cancer kids

Volunteers visited YKAKI and YAI in Jakarta to
spend time with the children. We enjoy very much
these special moments of encouragement for the
children suffering with cancer. We had teams visit the
2 different cancer centers to provide some entertainment and fun for the children.

Rumah Kasih Orphanage in Lembang

FCI volunteers provided the Rumah Kasih orphanage in Lembang with new shelves for all of the
bedrooms. The shelves are an asset to improve the
quality of life and living conditions for the orphans.

Parenting Seminar in Sentul

Gary conducted a seminar at Rhema En Cara primary School in Sentul at a special event for the parents. Gary
delivered a motivational seminar for parents covering aspects of parenting with the end goal of producing welladjusted contributing members to society with good character.

Cilincing Visit!

FCI volunteer Esther along with 12 friends visited an old folk’s center in Cilincing. The team visited each
house and personally gave a package of basic food items to the 45 inhabitants. Special thanks to the team from
Kings Photo who took the time to reach out to those in need.

Poncol Program!

FCI members Vincent, Ellie, Esther and a friend conducted a food distribution program for the underprivileged families in the Poncol area of Jakarta. The food subsidy was sponsored by friends to cover a total of 450
families. We also added Scott’s Emulsion to each package.

Family Care Indonesia expresses its gratitude to all of our friends whose generous support has
made possible the projects featured in this report. We find great satisfaction in working in a country
where being of service to one’s fellow man and helping those in need is highly valued. As a nonprofit volunteer organization, all of our activities are funded through the support of those who
share our vision. We warmly welcome your participation. Together we can make a difference!
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